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Forward Looking Statement
This presentation (the "Presentation") contains" forward-looking information" and "forward- looking statements"
(collectively, "forward-looking statements") within the meaning of the applicable Canadian securities legislation. All
statements, other than statements of historical fact, are forward-looking statements and are based on expectations,
estimates and projections as at the date of this Presentation. Any statement that involves discussions with respect to
predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, assumptions, future events or performance (often but
not always using phrases such as "expects", or "does not expect", "is expected", "anticipates" or "does not anticipate",
"plans", "budget", "scheduled", "forecasts", "estimates", "believes" or "intends" or variations of such words and phrases
or stating that certain actions, events or results "may" or "could", "would", "might" or "will" be taken to occur or be
achieved) are not statements of historical fact and may be forward-looking statements.
In this Presentation, forward-looking statements relate, among other things, to its aggressive expansion into additional
financial institutions and other enterprise clients, acquisition opportunities to further accelerate growth, net new
revenue opportunities with Venture Builder, statements relating to the anticipated growth of the mobile enterprise
applications market, Prodigy's plans for organic growth and growth through acquisitions. All forward-looking information
entails various risks and uncertainties that are based on current expectations and actual results may differ materially
from those contained in such information.
These uncertainties and risks include, but are not limited to, risks relating to the timing and size of new contracts;
acquisitions and other corporate developments; the ability to attract and retain qualified personnel; market competition
in the rapidly evolving information technology industry; and general economic and business conditions. Risks and
uncertainties about Prodigy's business are more fully discussed in the disclosure materials filed with the securities
regulatory authorities in Canada, which are available on SEDAR under the issuer profile of Prodigy at www.sedar.com.
Readers are urged to read these materials and should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statement and
information contained in this Presentation. Except as required by law, Prodigy assumes no obligation to update the
forward-looking statements of beliefs, opinions, projections, or other factors, should they change, except as required by
law.
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Prodigy Ventures Inc.
Company Overview
• Prodigy Ventures Inc. (TSXV: PGV) is an innovation
company
• The company operates two complementary divisions:
• Prodigy Labs Division – Enterprise technology
service provider with core expertise in mobile
solutions, providing services to financial institutions
and others (“Services Provider”)

Venture Builder

Service Provider

• Venture Builder Division – Creating business
platforms and applications in emerging
technologies, including mobile, video, secure ID,
voice, blockchain, payments, augmented reality and
artificial intelligence
• Headquartered in Toronto
TSXV:PGV
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Prodigy Ventures Inc.
PGV Stock Performance

• Net new revenue opportunities with Venture
Builder
• Acquisition opportunities to further accelerate
growth
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Company Information (at 2018-06-30)
Ticker (TSX:V)
Shares Outstanding
Common Shares Outstanding
Stock Price
Market Cap
Warrants
Options Outstanding

(Weighted Average Exercise
Price $0.12)
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• Increased investment in management and sales
for aggressive expansion into additional
financial institutions and other enterprise clients
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• 2018 1st Half – Revenue run rate increased
additional 26% over 2017 full year revenue
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• $12.1m revenue in FY 2017 – 72% 2 Yr. growth
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Company Highlights

PGV CEO Ownership

56%

114.5M Working Capital
26.4M

$2.5M

$0.155 Debt
$17.7M Year End
---

Staff

Nil
Dec 31
112

2.175M
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Our Business Model: Innovate, Create, Deliver
Services Provider Division

Venture Builder Division
• Develop technology relevant to the
fastest growing emerging technology
sectors
• Share management resources
• Streamline access to capital for all
ventures via cash flow from services
business
• Portfolio approach to new
investments across a pipeline of
projects

•
•
•
•

Venture Builder

Service Provider

Develop applications for large
enterprise clients
Acquire complimentary businesses
Attract and retain top talent
Manage cost savings in
infrastructure, administration,
marketing and sales

Our Two Complementary Businesses Create Growth Opportunities for Each Other

TSXV:PGV
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Where Do We Play?
SECURE ID

BLOCKCHAIN

VOICE

VIDEO

PAYMENTS

MOBILE
AUGMENTED REALITY

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
TSXV:PGV
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Service Provider Division: Prodigy Labs

Service Provider

TSXV:PGV
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Mobile Market Opportunity Continues to Grow
Our Focus is in Mobile Enterprise Applications
• Mobile Enterprise Applications expected to be the
fastest growing segment of the market
• Banking, Financial Services and Insurance expected
to hold the largest market share
• Banks strategically choose to outsource their short
term projects

6.1B
Mobile Users
by 2020

$98B
Mobile Enterprise
Application
market size by
2021

TSXV:PGV

Sources: smartinsights.com, researchandmarkets.com
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Prodigy Labs: Onshore, On-site, On Point
Apps In-Market

Services
• Technology service provider to leading financial
institutions and other large enterprises
• Provide consulting services for strategy, design,
project management, development, quality
assurance, maintenance, and staff
augmentation
• Services for custom enterprise applications and
Prodigy’s Venture Builder platforms

IOS

IOS

IOS

Apple Watch

Wallet

Android

IOS

Android

Mobile Banking

Apple Pay

Wallet

Mobile Banking

• Projects include: mobile banking applications,
online banking development, video, secure ID,
voice, blockchain, payments

TSXV:PGV
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Prodigy Labs: Partnering to Deliver
Fast, Flexible, Trusted and Proven
• Developed & delivered award-winning solutions
• Proven track record of successful co-development
• An exceptional talent pool to draw on flexibly
• Innovation partnerships with our Venture Builder
Division

“We are committed to providing the maximum
value to our clients through our unique innovation
model and agile partnership capabilities.”
Tom Beckerman, Founder & CEO

TSXV:PGV

Prodigy has built its reputation on
successfully delivering cutting edge
solutions through co-innovation with
clients
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Prodigy Labs: Performance
A History of Rapid Revenue Growth
12,000,000

Revenue
$11,020,658

Revenue
$12,140,692

72%

10,000,000
8,000,000

2 Year Revenue
Growth

Revenue
$7,069,714

R&D

6,000,000

Net Income

4,000,000

Contracts

2,000,000
0

250+

Year ended*
2015-12-31

Year ended
2016-12-31

Year ended
2017-12-31

*The company only had a 9 month fiscal year in 2015 because the company changed its year end upon going
public in September 2015. The amounts shown are for a comparable 12 month period in 2015.
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Prodigy Labs: Growth Strategy
Organic Growth

Acquisitions

• Continue to grow presence within
existing clients
• Expand sales and marketing efforts
to gain new clients
• Differentiate offering with Venture
Builder platforms

• Acquire service providers that have...
• Positive and growing EBITDA
• Potential cost synergies
• Established customer base
• Complementary services
• Differentiated technology
• Complementary skill sets

TSXV:PGV
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Venture Builder Division: Prodigy Ventures

Venture Builder

TSXV:PGV
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Building Businesses With Emerging Technology
We invest in potential hyper growth emerging technology platforms and apps, such as:

Secure ID

Voice

Mobile Video

Blockchain

Proof of identity and
securely sharing
personal digital assets
are two of the greatest
online challenges and
opportunities.

Conversational user
interfaces are on track to
become the primary
means with which we use
applications.

Mobile video dominates
internet traffic, with social,
short duration content
leading the growth curve.

The technology of
blockchain is transforming
digital ecosystems across a
wide range of industries.

TSXV:PGV
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Prodigy’s Secure ID Practice and Platform
Secure Identity Standards Emerging at Accelerating Pace
Addressing new rules for data privacy and security
Shifting digital economy and new customer engagement models
Building on new Technologies including blockchain

Trusted Partner Ecosystem developing around
from
“We believe this will be the new de facto standard”
Tom Beckerman, CEO & Founder of Prodigy Ventures.

TSXV:PGV

MAJOR BANKS INVEST $27M
TO DEVELOP CANADA’S
NATIONAL DIGITAL ID
NETWORK
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Prodigy Vox Practice and Platform
• The Prodigy VOX Practice delivers custom voice UI business applications for
clients
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apps for Amazon Alexa, Google Home and Apple Siri
Development partner for all three major voice platforms
Domain-specific expertise in banking, insurance, retail and more
Integration with existing client applications, call centers, enterprise systems
Expertise with multiple app stores to expedite approval processes
Ongoing support, maintenance and upgrades

• The Prodigy VOX Platform is a hub enabling voice UI in business applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
TSXV:PGV

Single point of integration between various voice devices and voice platforms for banking, retail
and other back-end systems
Supports rules-based and sophisticated authentication models
User dialogue capture for analysis and audit
Handles user requests, increases satisfaction and processes hand-offs
Integrates with existing applications
Supports security and step-up mechanisms
16

Prodigy’s In-Market Mobile Video Apps
iVideo Portfolio
iVideo

• iVideo: Nextgen social video with leading edge
functionality
• iVideo Greetings: Professional quality, personal
video e-greeting cards – without the work
• iVideo Greetings SDK: Adding emotional and
social gift value to e-transfers, e-payments and
retail

iVideo Greetings SDK
iVideo Greetings

TSXV:PGV
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Experienced Management Team
Tom Beckerman
Founder, CEO and Director
• Technology veteran with 35+ years of experience in senior leadership roles
• Played instrumental roles in success of seven other tech, marketing services,
ﬁnancial information and medical device companies
Jeff Watts
President
• Over 25 years of global experience in direct sales, channels, marketing, business
and corporate development at SAP, Xerox and 3Com, and startups such as
Quack.com (acquired by AOL)
• Serves on several boards and has contributed to successful exits, including
Locationary (acquired by Apple) and Elliptic Technologies (acquired by Synopys).
Pierre Roberge
CTO & SVP Solutions and Innovation
• More than 20 years experience at the forefront of innovation in digital
identity, digital currency, online, mobile and payment marketplaces
• Co-founded SecureKey Technologies, Dexit and Rocket Piggy
• Previous enterprise clients include TD Canada Trust, the Royal
Canadian Mint, Interac, EnStream, Suretap, Telus and Intel
• Fintech advisor to the MaRS Innovation Centre.

TSXV:PGV

Andrew Kieran:
Vice-President
• Ten+ years experience in technology
architecture, design and development
• A leader in development of
innovative mobile and payment
solutions
Andrew Hilton:
CFO and Corp. Secretary
• Ten+ years experience providing
ﬁnancial reporting and corporate
secretarial services for public
companies
• Chartered Professional Accountant
(CPA)
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Board Members Bring Strong Oversight
Robert MacLean
Chairman, Board of Directors
• Co-founder and CEO of Points
International since 2000 (TSX:PTS,
NASDAQ:PCOM)
• Has grown Points into globally recognized
leader, working with 60+ of the world’s
largest loyalty programs
• Prior to Points, held impressive list of
senior leadership roles in airline and
loyalty industries

Stephen Moore
Director
• Over 30 years experience in securities
industry in research, sales, trading
and corporate ﬁnance
• Senior leadership roles at Burns Fry,
Lancaster Financial and TD
Securities
• Was a Founder and Managing
Director of Kensington Capital,
specializing in private equity
advisory services

Jeﬀrey Shaul
Chair, Advisory Board
• Thirty years securities industry experience in senior positions
with major ﬁrms including Scotia Capital and TD Securities
• Experience in underwriting, mergers & acquisitions, private
equity and asset management
• Founded independent investment ﬁrm Robson Capital in
2003

TSXV:PGV

Tom Beckerman
Founder, CEO and Director
• Technology veteran with 35+ years of
experience in senior leadership roles
• Played instrumental roles in success
of seven prior tech, marketing
services, ﬁnancial information and
medical device companies
• Focused on strategic
development and marketing of
high tech platforms and services

Anatol von Hahn
Advisory Board Member
• Venture capitalist, senior international bank executive and
board member with over 30 years experience in North
America, Latin America, and Asia
• Led banking operations in Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Chile,
and Singapore
• Chaired or served on the boards of seven international banks
as well as a number of associations and charities
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Summary
ü Profitable services business with strong record of revenue growth
ü Plans to aggressively expand into additional financial institutions and
other enterprise clients
ü Acquisition opportunities to accelerate growth
ü Net new revenue opportunities with Venture Builder
ü ID Verifact secure ID practice and platform
ü Prodigy Vox practice and platform
ü iVideo, iVideo Greetings, and iVideo Greetings SDK
ü Experienced management and strong board
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Company contact:
Andrew Hilton
Chief Financial Oﬃcer
Prodigy Ventures
Andrew.Hilton@Prodigy.Ventures
+1 416.606.8833
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